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We report that spin supercurrents can be induced in diffusive SFS Josephson junctions without
any magnetic misalignment or intrinsic spin orbit coupling. Instead, the pathway to spin triplet
generation is provided via geometric curvature, and results in a long ranged Josephson effect. In
addition, the curvature is shown to induce a dynamically tunable 0 − π transition in the junction.
We provide the analytic framework and discuss potential experimental and innovation implications.

Introduction.— In the last two decades there have
been substantial advances in the experimental realization
of curved nanostructures. Since the realization of nan-
otubes by rolling up thin solid films [1], many new tech-
niques of bending, wrinkling and buckling nanostructures
in up to three dimensions have been developed [2, 3], as
well as direct growth on curved templates [4], electron-
beam lithography [5–7] and many more (see e.g. [8] and
references therein). These techniques open a broad new
range of spintronic device design, and have already been
shown to enable independent control of spin and charge
resistances [4].

Geometric curvature introduces two main effects: a
quantum geometric potential, producing many interest-
ing phenomena at the nanoscale [9–12], and a strain field
leading to a curvature-induced Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC), with strength proportional to the curva-
ture [13]. Several studies have investigated new prop-
erties triggered by curvature, e.g. in semiconductors
[14–18], magnets [4, 7, 8] and superconductors [19–21].
Curved nanostructures with induced superconductivity
can display geometric control of spin-triplet correlations
in the clean limit [22], and proximizing a superconductor
with a curved semiconductor can result in topological
edge states [15]. The curved topological superconduc-
tor/straight semiconductor Josephson junction counter-
part has been predicted to display a 0−π transition and
φ-junction behaviour [20].

Hybrid structures of superconductors and ferromag-
nets are of great interest for the field of supercon-
ducting spintronics [23, 24] since at the superconduc-
tor/ferromagnet (SF) interface the proximity effect al-
lows the property of one material to “leak” into the other
[25–27]. A coexistence of superconductivity and mag-
netism may therefore enable data processing, encoded
in spin and charge degrees of freedom, to be performed
without the heat loss associated with traditional electron-
ics. In diffusive heterostructures, which cover a range of
commonly available materials that may have impurities
or sub-optimal interface transparencies, conventional s-
wave superconducting correlations typically penetrate a

ferromagnet for extremely short distances, proportional
to
√
DF /h, with DF the diffusion constant and h the

exchange field strength. Significant theoretical and ex-
perimental effort has focused on the conversion of singlet
correlations into so-called long range triplet correlations
(LRTC), which penetrate for longer distances, on the or-
der of

√
DF /T , where T is the temperature. This conver-

sion can take place in the presence of magnetic inhomo-
geneities [28–30] or due to intrinsic spin-orbit coupling ei-
ther in the superconductor or in the ferromagnet [31, 32].
The role of geometric curvature as a source of designable
and dynamically alterable SOC in diffusive structures has
not been investigated in this context, and we address this
here. By considering a model SFS junction with con-
stant curvature shown in Fig. 1, we show that the curva-
ture alone can induce long ranged supercurrents due to
the generation of triplet correlations. Moreover, we show
that these systems display a tunable 0− π transition.

The possibility of 0 − π state switching has been of
much interest, in part due to its potential role in solid
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FIG. 1. Model system. SFS junction having a ferromagnet
with constant curvature as weak link. The three orthonormal
unit vectors T̂ (θ), N̂(θ) and B̂(θ) identifying the curvilinear
coordinates are also shown.
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state quantum computing [25, 33–37]. Investigations
have confirmed the transition can be governed by alter-
ing the length of the ferromagnetic weak link. However,
this is not practicable to do in-situ and must be done by
preparing multiple samples of different lengths. It has
recently been predicted that the 0−π transition can also
be accessed out of equilibrium, by altering the strength of
the SOC via voltage gating [38]. In this Letter, we show
that dynamically changing the curvature of the magnet
via in-situ strain manipulation, for example via photo-
striction, piezoelectrics or thermoelectric effects [39, 40],
allows for a single-sample 0 − π transition in the diffu-
sive regime, without the need to apply a varying volt-
age. Moreover, we show that curvature can yield long-
ranged Josephson currents without any magnetic inho-
mogeneities or intrinsic SOC.

Theoretical framework.— A fundamental tool for the
study of curved structures is the thin-wall quantization
procedure, where the quantum motion of a particle in a
2D curved surface is treated as equivalent to the motion
in a 3D space with the addition of lateral quantum con-
finement [41, 42]. This procedure allows one to derive
the Hamiltonian for the motion of electrons constrained
to a curved planar one-dimensional structure [43, 44].

When dealing with a ferromagnet, further effects of
the curvature must be taken into account, namely in
how it affects its exchange field. Recent studies have
developed a fully 3D approach for thin magnetic shells
of arbitrary shape and extended it to 2D shells and
1D wires [45, 46]. This showed that curvature induces
two effective magnetic interactions: an effective magnetic
anisotropy and an effective Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action (DMI). When dealing with a 1D curved wire be-
low a certain critical curvature, the magnetic anisotropy
and the DMI, which results in an effective Rashba SOC,
both combine to give an effective field tangential to the
wire. The geometrically defined SOC is therefore both
designable and tunable, and gives greater freedom in the
manipulation of superconducting proximity effects.

We parametrize the curve by its arc length s, and
define a set of three orthonormal unit vectors T̂ (s),
N̂(s), B̂(s) representing the tangential, normal and bi-
normal curvilinear coordinates respectively, as indicated
in Fig. 1. These obey the following Frenet-Serret-type
equation of motion:

∂sT̂ (s)

∂sN̂(s)

∂sB̂(s)

 =

 0 κ(s) 0
−κ(s) 0 0

0 0 0

 T̂ (s)

N̂(s)

B̂(s)

 , (1)

where κ(s) is the curvature of the wire, whose role and
effect will be discussed in detail below. Deriving the
Hamiltonian for a wire, which may include intrinsic SOC
in general, we find [44]:

H =− ~2

2m
∂2s −

~2

8m
κ(s)2 − i~αNσB∂s

+ i~αB
(
σN∂s −

κ(s)

2
σT

)
.

(2)

The SOC constants αN,B represent the spin-orbit field
with axis along the normal and binormal direction re-
spectively, and σT,N,B(s) = σ · {T̂ , N̂ , B̂}(s) are the set
of three Pauli matrices in curvilinear coordinates. By us-
ing Eqs. (1) we can incorporate the last three terms in
Eq. (2) in a SU(2) spin-orbit field term:

A = (αNσB − αBσN , 0, 0), (3)

which has a vector structure in the geometric space and
a 2× 2 matrix structure in spin space. It is worth distin-
guishing between the two terms entering the SU(2) field,
namely αB and αN . The former represents the intrinsic,
not induced by the curvature, SOC term which may or
may not exist according to the material taken into con-
sideration. The latter is curvature-induced, and is pro-
portional to the curvature strength. In natural units we
have αN = gλκ(s)/(4m), where g is the g-factor and the
parameter λ > 0 is a characteristic energy scale for the
material. Inspection of the relevant diffusion equations
for the system shows that αN and κ(s) appear together in
such a way that the former always acts as a strengthen-
ing factor for the latter. Therefore, considering a material
with no intrinsic term we can ignore spin-orbit coupling
as a whole, and consider the κ(s) term only.

Having set up the Hamiltonian, we employ Green
functions in the diffusive limit at equilibrium. Here
the dynamics are describable by the second-order par-
tial differential Usadel equation [47], which, with suitable
boundary conditions, describes the diffusion of supercon-
ducting correlations inside the ferromagnet. Treating
the case of diffusive equilibrium, it is sufficient to con-
sider just the retarded component ĝR of the quasiclas-
sical Green function to describe the system [48]. Using
Eq. (2) the Usadel equation in a curved ferromagnet with
constant curvature reads (from now on we set ~ = 1):

DF∂s (ĝR∂sĝR) + i
[
ετ̂3 + M̂, ĝR

]
= 0, (4)

with τ̂3 = diag(1, 1,−1,−1), ε the quasiparticle energy
and magnetization M̂ = h·diag(σ,σ∗). The components
of both vectors h = (hT , hN , hB) and σ = (σT , σN , σB)
are expressed in curvilinear coordinates. To solve the Us-
adel equation we employ the Kuprianov-Lukichev bound-
ary conditions [49]:

Ljζj ĝRj∇I ĝRj = [ĝR1, ĝR2] . (5)
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Here ∇I is the derivative at the interface, j refers to the
various components of the hybrid system, with j = 1, 2
denoting the materials on the left and right side of the
relevant interface, Lj represents the length of the mate-
rial and ζj = RB/Rj is the interface parameter given by
the ratio between the barrier resistance RB and its bulk
resistance Rj .

If desirable, the intrinsic SOC can be retained, in
which case one also introduces the gauge covariant
derivative [32]:

∂s( · )→ ∂̃s( · ) ≡ ∂s( · )− i
[
ÂT , ·

]
, (6)

with ÂT = diag(AT ,−A∗T ) and AT is the tangential com-
ponent of the SO field of Eq. (3).

To treat the system we will use the Riccati
parametrization [50, 51] for the quasiclassical Green func-
tion:

ĝR =

(
N(1 + γγ̃) 2Nγ

−2Ñ γ̃ −Ñ(1 + γ̃γ)

)
, (7)

where the normalization matrices are N = (1 − γγ̃)−1

and Ñ = (1 − γ̃γ)−1 and the tilde operation denotes
γ̃(ε) = γ∗(−ε). The Usadel equation (4) thus becomes:

DF

{
∂2sγ+ 2(∂sγ)Ñ γ̃(∂sγ)

}
=

− 2iεγ − ih · (σ(s)γ − γσ∗(s)).
(8)

Here the dependence on the curvature is implicitly con-
tained in the Pauli matrices σT,N,B(s).

We will consider our one-dimensional curved wire to
be lying in the xy plane as represented in Fig. 1, so that
the set of three unit vectors is:

T̂ (s) = − sin θ(s)x̂+ cos θ(s)ŷ, (9a)

N̂(s) = − cos θ(s)x̂− sin θ(s)ŷ, (9b)

B̂(s) ≡ ẑ, (9c)

with θ(s) = κs. It is useful to note that, when consid-
ering Eq. (8), the curved ferromagnet can be regarded
as equivalent to a straight wire with a rotating exchange
field, i.e. a tangential exchange field in a curved wire
is equivalent to a position dependent exchange field in a
straight wire, varying as ~h(s) = h0(sin θ(s),− cos θ(s), 0),
with θ(s) = πs/LF and LF being the length of the fer-
romagnet.

Results.— Solving the Usadel equation, and therefore
finding the quasiclassical Green function of the system,

FIG. 2. Magnitude of the critical current as a function of the
curvature for different lengths LF of the ferromagnet, with

T = 0.005Tc, ~h = ∆0T̂ , ζ = 3. A 0 − π transition occurs
when changing the curvature of the wire.

allows us to calculate many interesting quantities. In this
work we will focus mainly on the charge current given by:

IQ
IQ0

=

∫ +∞

−∞
dεTr {τ̂3 (ĝR∂sĝR − ĝA∂sĝA)} tanh(βε/2).

(10)

Here ĝA = −τ̂3ĝ†Rτ̂3 is the advanced quasiclassical Green
function and β = (kBT )−1 is the inverse temperature,
with kB being the Boltzmann constant. Moreover, IQ0 =
N0eDFA∆0/4LF , where N0 is the density of states at the
Fermi energy, A the interfacial contact area and ∆0 the
bulk gap of the two superconductors. Lengths and ener-
gies have been normalized to LF (which in turn is scaled
with the superconducting coherence length ξS) and su-
perconducting bulk gap ∆0 respectively, so that the in-
tegral on the right side of Eq. (10) is dimensionless.

We investigate the system portrayed in Fig. 1 by solv-
ing numerically Eq. (8) for various lengths LF of the fer-
romagnet and multiple curvatures κ for each length. We
set the interface parameter with both superconductors
to be ζ = 3 and the temperature to T = 0.005Tc. We
consider the exchange field inside the curved ferromag-
net to be tangential to its curvature profile at each point,
h(s) ‖ T̂ (s), which we expect to be the case in 1D curved
structures below a certain critical curvature [46].

Two interesting effects of the curvature appear imme-
diately from our results. First, we show in Fig. 2 that it
is possible to induce a 0−π transition in the junction by
changing the curvature of the ferromagnetic wire while
keeping its length fixed. Secondly, we will show in Fig. 3
that even for a long junction, where the singlet contribu-
tion to the supercurrent is negligible, a Josephson effect
still appears for a non-zero κ due to the presence of long
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ranged triplets.

In Fig. 2 we plot the absolute value of the critical
current as given by Eq. (10) as a function of the curva-
ture κ of the ferromagnet across the junction for different
lengths LF . From the figure we see that starting in the 0
state with a straight wire, increasing the curvature results
in a decreasing magnitude of the critical current, until it
completely disappears for a certain κ, indicating a 0− π
transition. A further increase in the curvature produces
a revival of the critical current, which now flows in the
opposite direction with respect to the straight case. We
also note that increasing the length of the ferromagnet
reduces not only the overall magnitude of the critical cur-
rent but also the curvature at which the 0− π transition
takes place.

In order to better understand how this 0−π transition
appears, and to show that the role of the triplets is crucial
in tuning it, we split the charge current into singlet and
triplet contributions, I0 and It respectively. It can be
shown that the charge current given by Eq. (10) only
depends on the anomalous Green function f which is the
off-diagonal block matrix in the retarded Green function.
We define f = (f0 + d · σ)iσy, with f0 representing the
singlet contribution and d = (dT , dN , dz) the d-vector
representing the triplet contribution, and obtain that the
charge current can be written as IQ/IQ0 = I0 + It, where
It = IT + IN + Iz + Iκ and:

I0 = −8

∫ ∞
0

dεRe
{
f̃0∂sf0 − f0∂sf̃0

}
tanh(βε/2), (11a)

Ij = 8

∫ ∞
0

dεRe
{
d̃j∂sdj − dj∂sd̃j

}
tanh(βε/2), (11b)

Iκ = 16κ

∫ ∞
0

dεRe
{
d̃NdT − d̃T dN

}
tanh(βε/2), (11c)

with j = (T,N, z). The terms I0 and Ij represent the
contribution coming from the singlet and triplets with
spin aligned in the j direction respectively. The last term
Iκ instead defines an inverse Edelstein term due to the
curvature. This kind of contribution appears whenever
the d-vector undergoes a rotation and is therefore non
zero only in the presence of finite curvature and/or spin-
orbit coupling [52].

In Fig. 3(a) we plot these different contributions to
the charge current for two different values of κ and
LF = 2ξS . It can be seen that for κ = 0 triplets
and singlet charge currents have opposite sign, with the
triplets contribution, which comes only from the short-
range component IT , being generally bigger than the sin-
glet one. Interestingly however, when increasing the cur-
vature the triplet current changes sign, i.e. starts flowing
in the opposite direction, because of the appearance of
the long-range component IN , while the singlet contribu-
tion does not. Hence, the 0−π transition is tuned by the
curvature through its effect on the triplets. Furthermore,

FIG. 3. Charge current as a function of the phase difference φ,
showing separately the singlet (solid lines) and triplet (dashed

lines) contributions with T = 0.005Tc, ~h = ∆0T̂ , ζ = 3, for a
straight (κ = 0) and semi-circular (κLF = π) ferromagnetic
wire. (a) LF = 2ξS Increasing the curvature causes the triplet
contribution to change sign. (b) LF = 6ξS Increasing the
curvature causes the singlet contribution to be neglegible with
respect to the triplet one, signaling that the charge current is
transported almost exclusively by the triplet correlations.

we note from Fig. 3(a) that in the π-phase for κ = π/LF
the singlet and triplet currents have the same sign and
thus flow in the same direction. Consequently, the two
contributions add up, resulting in a larger critical current
in the π-phase at κ = π/LF compared to the 0-phase at
κ = 0.

We point out that curvature also introduces a spin
current to the system, which is absent in a straight
nanowire. This exchange spin current, as it is known in
the literature, is caused by the misalignment of the mag-
netization in the system and is non-zero even at phase
differences of φ = 0 and φ = π, where there are no charge
currents [53, 54]. The magnitude of the spin current is
affected by the curvature, thereby providing means by
which it can be externally manipulated.

To highlight that the triplets generate a long range
Josephson effect, we consider a long junction, LF =
6ξS , and plot in Fig. 3(b) separately singlet and triplet
contributions for a straight (κ = 0) and semi-circular
(κLF = π) wire. We see that, while for κ = 0 the triplet
term is essentially zero and the singlet term is finite, for
κLF = π the singlet contribution is negligible compared
to the triplet one, which additionally presents a long-
range component IN dominating over the short-range one
IT . Going from a straight to a semi-circular ferromag-
net produces a significant singlet to triplet conversion, of
which component in the normal direction is long-ranged,
i.e. dN = |d × ĥ|, since in the case considered the dz
component is zero. In the simple example of a long wire
with constant curvature chosen here, the magnitude of
this LRT component is quite small, but we explain how
this can be increased and manipulated below.

To better understand the role played by the curva-
ture, it is useful to consider the weak proximity effect,
meaning that |γij | � 1 and N ' 1. The γ matrix can be
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then expressed in terms of f : γ = f/2. We then obtain
the following linearized version of the Usadel equation:

DF

2
∂2sf0 = −iεf0 − ih · d, (12a)

DF

2

(
∂2sdT−2κ∂sdN

)
=

(
−iε+

DFκ
2

2

)
dT−if0hT , (12b)

DF

2

(
∂2sdN+2κ∂sdT

)
=

(
−iε+

DFκ
2

2

)
dN−if0hN , (12c)

DF

2
∂2sdz = −iεdz − if0hz. (12d)

By inspecting the linearized Usadel equation for the
triplet components, given in Eqs. (12a)–(12c), we see that
the curvature produces a Dyakonov-Perel term, describ-
ing the spin-relaxation due to precession around the ex-
change field. A curvature of κLF = π gives a strong
spin-relaxation term which causes a fast decay even for
the LRT component. From a qualitative perspective we
can see that, since the exchange field varies with the po-
sition, a LRT component flowing through the wire will
acquire an increasing component parallel to h, i.e. a
quickly decaying short-range component. The SRT com-
ponent likewise acquires a LRT, but the conversion region
is restricted to the typical decay of the SRT ∼ 1/

√
h. In

order to maximise the LRT generation from the SRT,
one should therefore have a region of high curvature over
the spatial decay of the SRT near the superconducting
interface, and then minimal or zero curvature beyond.
Alternatively, one may start with an intrinsically triplet
superconductor, or have a compensating spin-orbit field
in the ferromagnet that can negate the effect of the cur-
vature.

Concluding remarks.— We have shown that curva-
ture is a designable and tunable parameter that can
generate and control long-ranged supercurrents in diffu-
sive SFS Josephson junctions without any magnetic in-
homogeneities or intrinsic SOC. The system displays a
curvature-controlled 0 − π transition, which can be ma-
nipulated dynamically in-situ with a single sample. This
can facilitate experimental investigation of the transition,
and improve our understanding of the coexistence of su-
perconductivity and magnetism in different phases. In
the longer term this opens a diverse new toolkit for de-
sign and control of diffusive superconducting spintronic
systems, and may be a useful implementation in solid
state quantum computing. Since this field is still in its
infancy, with several exciting directions still to be ex-
plored, we anticipate that curvature in such systems will
be integral to the new generation of spintronic designs.
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